The power behind clean heating systems

Power flush completion certificates
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Kamco power flushing completion
certificates enable heating
engineers to leave customers with
a professional looking certificate of
completion after the job has been
finished.
They give reassurance to the
householder that the work has been
carried out thoroughly and leave
them with information they need on
what chemicals have been used, and
which corrosion inhibitor was left in
the system.
Building regulations, and boiler
manufacturers now insist on the use
of a Buildcert approved inhibitor. The
certficate confirms that the heating
engineer has complied with these
requirements.
As boiler manufacturers extend the
length of boiler warranties, it is
probable that the extended boiler
warranty will be conditional on
system treatment, and an annual
check that the heating system has

Power flushing promotional leaflets
Kamco promotional leaflets are
dual purpose and intended for use
by heating engineers to promote
their power flushing expertise to
customers, and to briefly explain
to customers the benefits to them
of power flushing, the type of
problems that can be cured, and
the actual procedure.
If the decision maker is not at
home when you advise that a
power flush is needed, then one of
these leaflets left for that person
to read later should prove very
effective.
The leaflets are a handy 1/3rd A4
size so that they fit in a standard
mail envelope for an economical
mail shot for engineers to generate
future business.

There are no Kamco contact
details, so that the recipients
have to contact heating engineers
directly. To make this happen, the
fourth side has a boxed area for
heating engineers to apply their
own stamp or label.
The four colour promotional leaflets
are available in packs of 200.
Every Kamco power flushing pump
comes with a sample pack of 50 of
these leaflets.
Price: £16.00 + VAT per pack of
200 leaflets.
Weight based carriage / postage
charges apply to order values under
£300.00 net.

sufficient inhibitor present.
Each certificate has an NCR paper
copy left in the bound pad, so that
engineers have an easy to retain
record of the heating system details
and when the work was carried out.
A comments section has room for
engineers to detail further work
recommendations if design problems
have led to the need for a power
flush.

